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Dina Holland has a long list of things she wants you to hate. Owner of Dina Holland Interior, Of Needy, Massachusetts, interior designer has long chronicled her work on her @honeyandfitz. But when she started dating designer staff who were so disgusting she couldn't ignore them, she decided they should be shared with the public. Result?
@PleaseHateTheseThings, a collection of truly tragic instagram interiors. Most or all of the pictures are the ones people tell me, says Dina. I started teaching all these followers to say, I hate this, too. Just keep going. How do some of these deadly mistakes happen? It's a lack of communication between the designer and the owner, says Dina. As a designer,
people hire you to have an opinion, she says. I think a lot of young designers don't have the confidence to say: No, it's not the right kind. Alas, interior design does not happen. Here are 25 of our favorite things that can be hated by Dina's food. It's kind of like a reverse bidet... Someone call Lionel Richie because she's Dancing in the Attic. It seems that these
tiles are thrown off a cliff, because the design is so bad. In Kanye's words: Watch the throne.Perfect for any lady Bird.It's a hammock bath. And if you sneak in, you'il land on a pile of sharp stones. It looks fun! Looks like a step in the wrong direction. It's rare to find someone so devoted to the panda and Star Trek, but check out this section for a
commemorative plaque. It gives new meaning to the phrase casting a shadow. Who doesn't like guests watching them shower? That must have been the way to bury them at sea. I think we know what's for dinner. Reach the stars (and toilet paper). Ariel must have had trouble adjusting to life on land. Don't tell me that. TYRA MAIL: This room is a fugue.
We're violinists? Because this officially looks like Aggro Cogra. 14 October 2016 6 min the readings expressed by the entrepreneur's associates are their own. Did you know that Instagram has more than 500 million monthly active users? Wow! No wonder the question that is asked most often is, how can I get more followers on this powerhouse photo-sharing
network? So, here are three of my top tips for instagram growth and management. While none of them will guarantee you success overnight, they will at least lead you to steady growth and engagement follow-up. The problem is that many people are not ready to put in the work needed to daily manage an Instagram audience that generates real business
results. They want quick and easy tips for buying results. You want to know a secret? This kind of laziness leads to an Instagram account with many followers, but not much commitment - and even less sales. Related: 7 Instagram accounts that On the Entrepreneurial JourneyTho, you will find a list of sites to buy your Instagram followers here. Instead, check
out these tried and true tips for growing your followers and increasing engagement in the right way. Are you ready? Post on Instagram one to three times a day. The best way to generate business results from Instagram is to be active on the web. It's no surprise. But how many times a week should a new 'gram be published? It depends on your goals.
Instagram accounts with the biggest followings post 95 times a month. That's three times a day. Instagram posts on the chartMil credit page: courtesy of Buffer.If you want to cultivate a very large audience, you need to post several times a day, including weekends. You don't have to post three times a day. HomepolishWhat is an example, Homepolish
currently grows her Instagram account with about 2,000 new followers daily and posts only twice a day. Image credit: courtesy of HomepolishThe best part? All these homepolish posts get a really good commitment. That's why you know that the company attracts its followers naturally. Indeed, the worst thing you can do is buy your Followers on Instagram,
because these users will never engage with your content. You may see a boom in likes and general comments like Cool! and Nice photo! and Wow! but real customers will see correctly throw these spam comments. Plus, if you buy followers and Instagram finds out, it will disable your account. Then you will lose access to these fake followers, as well as your
true followers, and it will hurt! Related: The shocking truth about Louise Dilaj2's Instagram account. Find out the Instagram algorithm. Instagram deployed an algorithm over the summer that shifted the way its posts appear in our image feeds. Instagram now shows us updates that it thinks we're most interested in. This means you'll probably see photos of
your best friends at the top of your feed every time you sign in, while photos from companies you only occasionally engage with may be harder to find. From the end-user's point of view, you'll probably think it's not such a bad change. Now you'll always see finished content. However, from a business point of view, you want to reach as many people as
possible to show as high as possible in the user's feed. While this is definitely a challenge, it is not impossible. Here's the only thing you really need to know about Instagram's algorithm change: The end user is still ultimately under control. Posts from your best friends will appear high in your feed, Engage with posts from your best friends. If you also engage
with posts from a particular company a lot, then posts from that company will appear in a similar way in your feed. It's as simple as that. This means that the key for any business to reach its Instagram audience is to publish high-quality content that the audience will want to engage with. Here are some ideas for the things your company can post:Fun behindthe-scenes photosRe-grams of user-generated contentVideo-generated achievements Capable and susceptible postsIt for the eventIt's fun/inspiring/funny customer storiesGarmin is a brand that's really great for including customer stories in its Instagram posts – and many earned engagements happen every time it does. Image credit: Thanks to
GarminHere's Challenge of the Day: Post a good customer story to your company's Instagram account. Be sure to tag your customer in the post if they have their own Instagram.3. Think carefully about your inscriptions. These companies do. Since we know that the key to working with an Instagram algorithm is creating high-quality content that engages an
audience, it's important to take a moment to talk about captions. When you rush to post a post, the caption may be the last thing you can think of. The problem is that a really great caption can make or interrupt your post. A witty or witty title will help you win a similar or commentary because it triggers an emotional reaction. Moreover, comments that include a
question in them will not only encourage user engagement, but will also invite it. In this post, Bath &amp;Body Works asks its users what their favorite candle scent is; and the result? 654 comments! Image credit: Courtesy of Bath &amp;&amp;& Body Works.And here's a great example from active clothing brand Lorna Jane:Image credit: Courtesy of Lorna
Jane. This kind of authentic, inspiring inscription is great for stimulating engagement! You can see from the comments that followers have loved this post. Now that you're armed with tried and true methods of growing the following on Instagram, it's time to get started! You can do this; just stay engaged and the results will come. Follow Entrepreneur on
Instagram for inspiring visual stories. Instagram via @5ftinf You know these Instagram accounts that you happen to encounter and then, like blinking an eye, find yourself deep in your archives hours later? You can submit all channels in this category. For this reason, these are our favorite Instagrams that we have discovered a year: Advertising - Continue to
read below 1 @dailyoverview This view of the Arc de Triomphe in Paris, France is just one of many aerial photos this account shares. The impressive snaps give their followers a glimpse of what the world looks like from the air. 2 @5ftinf If you love flowers and tea, there's no better Instagram to follow. This food will make you want to be in a flower shop
(which is conveniently located next to a café) every day. 3 3 The personal entertainment of the designer and artistic director, Ramin Nasinbov, is very visual and fun – and will often make you stop and think about what you have just seen. 4 @parisianfloors The biography of this Instagram profile says it all: One person, one city, one perspective - and if we can
add some really great shoes. 5 @sophlog's personal profile is a place for people who love beautiful homes - in fact, that's why the hashtag #happyhousedreams. 6 @piecescalligraphy Watching Sharisse show off his calligraphy skills is completely and completely mesmerizing. In addition, her videos offer short tutorials, so you can try to take some of your
trade while you're researching her feed. 7 @ilovelucyscenes Frankly, what could be better than stumbling into scenes from one of the most iconic TV shows (and ladies!) of all time? yes, we can't figure anything out, right? 8 @lizlpayne Liz Payne runs flirting with Yellow store from Austraila (for which she won the 2015 Etsy Design Award) and regularly makes
us hope that we can handle needle and thread as eloquently as she does. 9 @insta_pottery Again with mesmerizing: We are constantly in fear of how skilful ceramic artists are in this video-heavy profile. 10 @boss_homes If you love the day dreaming of living in the most extravagant mansions the world has to offer, this account, which includes chef (AKA
over-the-top) homes will only feed your appetite. 11 @andnorth Upstate New York has never been cooler - and this curator for restaurants, bed and breakfasts, and shops from the area proves it. 12 @melodramablog Anyone who loves the bright décor, delicious food and travel envy (so, everyone) will find something that will enjoy this blogger's whimsical
feed. This content is created and supported by a third party and imported on this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may find more information about this and similar content on piano.io piano.io
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